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Business woman launches app
for female drivers and riders
The week old An Nisa driving app is made specifically for women and children

into the startup, which has now registered nearly 100 drivers. There are over
200 women taxi drivers in the city and
more partners whose vehicles are operating in the cab industry.
An Nisa is Arabic meaning for women. Co-founder and marketer Farida
Khamis, said a number of riders on
taxi platforms are women, at times accompanied by their children.
“These riders tell us they prefer
women driving them because women
are careful, neat and understanding,”

Farida said in an interview, adding yjat
there are some female drivers who
have been desiring to do taxi business but with preference for female
riders.
The app will take a 10 per cent commission from drivers out of each trip
to allow the women get a better income.Farida, a single mother of five,
says the women are used to working
late hours to meet their partners’ targets, and it will not be very different
with An Nisa since the model has in-

built security features.
“Up to 80 per cent of women drivers work until late hours, and we have
equipped ourselves with self-defence
training and tactics. However, those
cases of carjacking and theft have
been noted to happen when a driver
takes clients from offline arrangements,” she said.
There are plans to introduce new
offerings for women who ride with
their children so that they will be kept
safe and well occupied during the ride.
Farida did not expound on how they
plan to do this. The entrepreneur projects a savings and credit taking model
for members to eventually empower
women to buy their own cars.
“A big number of women drivers
are working for other people, we call
partners. The vision of the business is
to eventually pool together members’
savings in a chama or sacco, then lend
to our members,” Farida said. Among
their plans is to ensure as many women buy their own cars, eventually becoming independent.
Interested drivers upload original
documents, including their driving
licence, ID, NTSA inspection sticker,
PSV insurance papers and the certificate of good conduct on the app.
The industry is experiencing cutthroat competition as established taxi
apps develop innovative offerings that
have mostly benefited consumers.

equity. I then ran a customer financing desk, where we would finance
hedge funds and all. We expanded
the business to include all the G7
markets and even Emerging Markets. All through the second half of
the 1990s onwards, one of the most
profitable trades was at quarter-end
with Lehman Brothers. Lehman
were renowned for playing the leverage game at 300 and 400 to 1 but
at quarter end would need to show a
much reduced leverage Ratio and we
would enter into ‘’repo’’ transactions
with them which were characterised
as Index-linked Swaps.
Subsequently and much later
these were called Repo 105s.
Repo 105 is Lehman Brothers’
name for an accounting maneuver
that it used where a short-term
repurchase agreement is classified
as a sale. The cash obtained through
this “sale” is then used to pay
down debt, allowing the company
to appear to reduce its leverage by
temporarily paying down liabilities—just long enough to reflect on
the company’s published balance
sheet. After the company’s financial
reports are published, the company
borrows cash and repurchases its
original assets.
I also recall a time when I was asked to interview with Lehman in New
York and after a full day of interviews
I finally got to Dick Fuld’s Office.
And he turned to me and asked,
‘’Aly-Khan, how much do you earn?

How much are you worth?’’ I said a
number. He turned and said, ‘’This
room right here is where we print
money.’’ He then asked two other
colleagues, ‘’Tell Aly-Khan how
much you are worth?’’
Both said about $50m which was
a lot of money then and is still. All
their money was in Lehman stock,
which is why I always say making
money in the markets has three
components, spotting the anomaly
or opportunity, capturing it and then
making away with your profits.
I digressed. The point is we all live
in the real time, our faces pressed
against a high-frequency screen
but a ten year sweep and perspective is not something we afford
ourselves in this seriously fluid and
real time world. As we look back,
we can appreciate that G7 central
banks basically flooded the world
with free liquidity. This liquidity
wave suppressed bond yields and
markets world-wide surfed higher
from emerging to frontier markets,
crypto-currency, African Eurobonds
[Over the past six years sub-Saharan governments have issued $81bn
in dollar bonds]. The markets have
been ‘’Like a patient etherized upon
a table’’ for a whole decade. Its as
if the world became a Lehman to
rescue itself from Lehman. Been a
decade-long ‘’reverie’’.
Since the beginning of 2018 the
US has been reducing its balance
sheet, reducing Dollars and increa-

sing interest rate on those Dollars.
The Dollar has suddenly metasized
to an AK47. The worry is what happens if it metasizes even further?
The Dollar is seriously weaponised.
The US economy is blowing hot. The
risk is that US interest rates will go
higher than the market is currently
predicting. Punch-drunk markets
need to sober up fast. Hyperbolic
and populist responses are inversely
correlated to the state of the real
economy, note Nicholas Maduro’s
Venezuela and President Erdogan.
Now let me return to the Eurobond Markets where Africa issued
$81b worth of bonds over the last
six years. These markets trade continuously. Essentially these markets
are a continuous score-card on the
creditworthiness of the Issuer. its a
relatively recent phenomenon and
something many Policy-Makers will
not have considered adequately.
Balance sheets are maxed out.
There are no more ‘’Quaaludes’’
and policy makers will no longer be
able to pop them. ‘’In prescribed doses, Quaaludes promotes relaxation,
sleepiness and sometimes a feeling
of euphoria. It causes a drop in blood
pressure and slows the pulse rate.
These properties are the reason why
it was initially thought to be a useful
sedative and anxiolytic It became a
recreational drug due to its euphoric
effect’’.
Bubbles are bursting just about
everywhere.

Farida Khamis (right) and Mihnaz (in green hijab) join women drivers at the launch of An Nisa taxi app in Nairobi/ COURTESY
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Nairobi women drivers and taxi users
are now spoilt for choice after a new
taxi app hit the market.
The week old An Nisa driving app
is made specifically for women and
children riders, and will be operated
by women drivers. Founder Mehnaz
Sarwar said she invested Sh1 million
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A decade after
Lehman
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y career in the financial
markets was in what is
called ‘’The repo market’’ and
described: ‘’Over here are investors
with cash that’s not doing anything
profitable at the moment. Over there
are banks with tons of bonds and a
need for ready money. The so-called
repo market is where the two sides
meet. Repurchase agreements make
up an essential, if esoteric, piece of
financial plumbing. By providing a
place where assets can be pawned
for short-term loans, a healthy repo
market helps a wide range of other
transactions go more smoothly. But
a repo meltdown was a crucial part
of the financial panic in September
2008..’’
I started my career financing
Credit Suisse First Boston’s balance
sheet and basically in those more
‘’swash-buckling’’ days you could
pirouette leverage of $200 to $1

FARMERS’ INSURANCE PAYOUT
Insurer UAP Old
Mutual has paid
Sh48 million to
tobacco farmers
affiliated to British
American Tobacco
after drought, pests,
diseases and fires
affected the crop’s
curing process during
the 2017-18 season.
The compensation
was handed to 1,200
farmers from Eastern,
Western and Nyanza
regions. Over Sh186
million has already
been paid to 3,900
farmers covered
by the insurer for
the 2017-18 group
agriculture insurance.
The crop and
livestock insurance
solutions protect
farmers obtaining
credit for production
and expansion.

DURING VACATION,
DON’T CHECK EMAIL
UNLESS YOU REALLY,
REALLY HAVE TO
When you go on vacation, ideally
you should disconnect from work
completely. But if going off the grid
truly is not an option for you, set
boundaries for yourself so that you
aren’t tethered to your device. Make
a plan to check your messages once
a day at a particular time, or only on
certain days. Put your phone out of
reach — your hotel room’s safe is a
good place — or, if you want to use
it to take pictures, keep it in airplane
mode. You can also reduce the
number of emails you get by making
clear in your out-of-office message
that you are not reachable. Even if
you plan to occasionally check in,
telling people that you’re available
only encourages them to expect a
reply. Your out-of-office message
gives you the freedom to choose
how and when you’ll respond (if at all)
while you’re away.

